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We solve dS JT gravity non-perturbatively, providing the 
first exactly solvable model of dS quantum gravity
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Some features
[Cotler, Jensen ‘19]
[Cotler, Jensen ‘23]

In dS JT gravity, the 1-to-1 S-matrix is a projector (!)

Can understand this by decomposing time evolution

is an isometry

is a co-isometry

projects out initial and final states 
leading to singular geometries

Anticipated by [Cotler, Strominger ‘22]
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A puzzle

imposes

What metrics do we sum over?

There are no smooth Lorentzian               metrics on general  
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Revisiting the disk amplitude

Maldacena contour

(−,−) signature 
with R = 2

EAdS₂ with 
𝟏

𝜷
= 𝒊𝚽
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Generalization to arbitrary surfaces

General hyperbolic metrics in 
(−,−) signature have

We find our desired surfaces using 
these metrics, in conjunction with 
analytically continuing the dilaton
boundary conditions 
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Matrix model

dS JT can also be viewed as a continuation of the Euclidean AdS JT 
matrix model of [Saad, Shenker, Stanford ‘19]

Two ingredients:

Continuation of genus counting parameter  

Parameters in single-trace insertions:

Note: so the effective string coupling is pure imaginary
Implements                                    (c.f. [Anninos, Hartman, Strominger ‘11])
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Borel resummation

leads to alternating signs in genus expansions, 
which can render them Borel resummable:

There can be additional doubly non-perturbative effects not 
captured by resurgence (e.g. eigenvalue instantons)

𝒏 = 𝟎 :

𝒏 = 𝟏 :
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Another example: double-scaled GUE

Can apply our continuations:

(which probes              )

Non-perturbative density of states:

Flips cut, so it only makes sense to probe model with 
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Recap of results

Carefully treated the dS JT path integral measure

dS JT can be viewed as a subtle continuation of AdS JT

Continuation of     ’s 

Holographically dual matrix integral with

Solved dS JT non-perturbatively in the genus expansion



Comments and speculations

dS JT gravity has isometric (and co-isometric) S-matrix evolution at leading 
order in the genus expansion, but this is broken at higher genus  

The theory is UV-complete, but only approximately unitary / isometric

What happens doubly non-perturbatively?

Related to, but different than, the factorization problem in Euclidean AdS

Our analysis uncovers new features of the de Sitter holographic dictionary

More physics to mine out of the model




